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Thin in the text of a paper to be published in the Proceedings of the Twentieth 
International Congress of The History of Lrt, held in New York, September, 196_1 

The Style of the Borgia Group of Mexican Pre-Conguest Manuscripts 

The histori&~ of art still faces in Pre-Conquest Mexican manuscript 
painting outstanding problems of dating and of attributing the works of art to 
specific places of origin. In most instances thc pedigree cannot be traced 
beyond a first recorded sixteenth or even seventeenth ccntury account of the 
appcarance of the manuscript in Europe. vJe can make general statements saying 
they are Pre-Hispanic and, for instance, allocate Codex Dresden to the Maya or 
Codcx Nuttall to the Nixtecs. Others such as the Codex Borgia, although 
acccpted as Pre-Hispanic, still elude e convincing association v7ith even such a 
bread location for their provenicnce. However, such an attribution can be 
arrived at by considering their ponition in Pre-Hispanic Mcxico and by relating 
them to other works of art done in similar styles. 

George C. Valliant established the intellectual frameHork still used to 
descriue thc civilization of Mexico at the time of the Spaninh Conquest of 1521 
and the immediately preceding period, calling this late phase the 11Mixteca
Puebla'' culture. 1 For our purposes, the important traits of this Mixteca-Puebla 
culture werc a complex pantheon and religious rites, the tonalpohuallí or ritual 
calei!dar, the use of a 52-year cycle, and a system of pictorial 11\-rriting 1

' or 
m~emoníc notation. Vaillant considered the Mixteca-Puebla culture as including 
thnce parts of Oaxaca occupied by the Mixtec-speaking Indians, the present-day 
Statc of Puebla including Chclula, and Tlaxcala íncluding Tizatlnn. He imagined 
its influence as spreading far beyond the borders of the area outlíned, ho~1ever, 

C?:'.d it thus cncompassed speakers of Náhuatl other than those of Tlaxcala and 
Puebln, for it also includcd the A.ztecs of Mexico-Tenochtitlán, present-day 
Mcxico Ci ty, in the Central Val ley of Mexico. Vaillant 1 s Mi~cteca-Puebla culture 
en~ be ccmpared with thc intellectual, political, technological and artistic 
upheaval of the Renaissance and the Mixtecs and Aztecs aD similar to the Italian 
.:.ad ~-:ort:1 European manifcstations ~ tJt~ ÓW-lt eh~ ol 1dY-rection given to 
Europc nn culture from the fifteentli centu~y on.P/''Pti.)IJ.p Dar !c has~ 1§1 called 
this pcriod in the State o¡ Oaxacn the "Mixtec Pictorial Ho:rizon, ' a phrese flrst 
proposed by George Kubler. 

Traditionally the lands of thc Mixtec-spcaking Indians wcrc divided into 
thr 2e pnrts . The Pncific Coast rcgion, called thc Flat Land o~ the Land of 
Ynize , had as its principal city, Tututepec, ruling ovcr n lnrge domain. The 
Lov12r l1ixteca, cnlled the Rot Land, \·Jas seemingly of less importance. · The Upper 
l~ü:·:~c n, tr_e henrtland, wns called thc Venerable or the Esteemed Land. It had a 
s.::!ric n of im:_Jortnnt cities such as Coixtl~nd Tlmdaco and others looming 
l nree in the content of the history manuscripts:j~, Tcozacoalco, and 
T:.l.~.;:rtongo. 3 The Upper Mixteca consisted of small city-states in high intra
mont nr..2 vnlleys alternately linked by alliances or divided by uar until 
c -:>r_qu2red by thc Hexicans. Our knowledge that this part of the 11ixteca was of 
mo•t si8nificancc in their culture and art derives from severa! sources: their 
or.~i t radi tions as preserved in their pictorial history manuscripts; outside 
obse rvntions r ecordcd in sixteenth-century and later written accounts; and 
archneological discoveries made in the area. 4 
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The series of Pre-Conquest pictorial history wanuscripts hns been firmly 
linked with the Upper Mixteca by Dr. Alfonso Caso.? They preserve to us n complex 
and detailed account of Mixtec marriages, warfare, and religious practices. The 
number of examples assumed tg be either Pre-Conquest or in a Pre-Conquest style 
is impressive but not large. The historical tradition continued ínto the 
Colonial period, and we have n total of nearly sixty accordíng to Howard Cline, 
one of the small group of scholars currently studying the~7 Caso in his key 
study of the history manuscripts showed that codices Nuttall (plate 1), Víenna, 
Selden, Bodley, Colombino, and Becker I and II all make reference to complex 
dynastic successions nnd refer to the kings of Tilantongo and Teozacoalco. In 
his recent interpretation and translation of the Codex Bodley he says that in 
Codex Nuttall the lineage of the city of Texupan is probably also important.s 
There is n d:fference of style among these manuscripts, however, that has not 
been studied adequately as yet, At sorne time in the future it may be possible 
on the basis of the monumental studies of Caso to relate individual styles to 
their places of origin. One may also be able to link them through the surviving 
Colonial history manuscripts now being studied intensively by Caso as well as 
Howard Cline and Ross Parmenter. 

The history manuscripts being small in scale and finely worked are parallel 
to other examnles of Mixtec art that have come do~m to us, The Mixtecs seem to 
have been exc~llent lapidaries working in jade and rock crysta1.9 Bernal notes 
that l~8 or so of the 50 odd Pre-Hispanic small-scale mosaics that come to us 
with a provenience are from the Mixtec region.lOcaso has discovered delicately 
carved bones and cast-gold ornaments of a virtuosity level of execution in the 
Mixtec tombs of Monte AlbÚn. 11rt is interesting to note on the other hand that 
the Mixtec sites so far studied sho~-1 little evidence of monumental sculpture or 
of the feeling for great planned cities that we find in Teotihuacán or Monte 
Albán,l2rt is possible that future archaeology in the Mixtec area will bring 
now buried examples to light, since Mixtec archaeology has really only begun, but 
on the basis of what is no~T known, we can say the Mixtecs worked in the small and 
the finely ~rrought rather than in the large and monumental. 

Codex Borgia is the main document of the religious manuscripts kncrvm as the 
11 Borgia Group" and conforms to this general statement of the nature of Mixtec 
Art, for it too is small in scale and finely ~rrought (plates 3, 5 and 8). 13The 
Borgia Group includes codices Borgia, Vaticanus B, Cospi, Laud and Fej~rv~ry
Mayer. Mexican Manuscript Number 20 of the Bibliothéque Nntíonale, París, 
also lmcwn as the Culte Rendu a Tonatiuh, is sometimes included~4 Their reason 
for being grouped together under the rubric "Borgia Group11 seems to be merely 
that they are all ritual manuscripts, although the content is not exactly the 
same in all. Codices Borgia and Vaticanus B are linked by stríking similarities 
of content demonstrated by Seler in his comroentaries on them. 15They both begin 
with a tonalamatl or table of the names of the days of the native ritual year 
using a format found in no other pictorial source.16rn subsequent pages the 
tonalamatl appears closer to the form known to us in the manuscripts from the 
territories of Nahuatl speakers. 17codices Laud, Cospi and Fejérváry-Mayer remain 
apart because of divergences in content from the other t>vo (sorne passages are 
so obscure that even Seler, the great acholar of the material was baffled18 ) 
and because of a distinct style, The Culte Rendu a Tonatiuh is also differcnt, 
since it is only a single large panel with a single scene rather than being a 
complete book of several chapters as the others are. 
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The Codex Borgia is a strip of animal hide (probably deer skin) made up of 14 
separate pieces giving u totªl length of 10.34 meters and folded into 39 leaves 
each 26.5 x 27 centimeters. 1~The smaller but related Codex Vaticanus Bis composed 
of 10 pieces of hide with a total length of 7.35 meters, folded into 49 leave~1each 
12 to 13 x 15 centimeters. 20A compnrison of page 9 of Codex Nuttall (plate 1) 
with pnge 21 of Codex Borgia (plate 3) and page 19 of Codex Vnticanus B (plate 4) 
shows the essential differences und similarities of their styles. The figures of 
the Vatican Codex, more coarsely done, are not so well udjusted to the areas within 
their fr'ames as those of Codex Nuttall and Codex Borgin. Feet in the Nuttall nnd 
Borgia codices ore dravm in profile, while the artist of the Vatican manuscript 
has drawn them in a more cluo.ay manner as though they \7ere seen from above and at 
an angle. Borgia fingernails are delicate; the Nuttall and Vaticanus ones are 
square and blunt. The Borgia ond Nuttall masters, using a projecting large nose 
and receding chiu, create u head of greater distinction and angular precision. The 

'Borgia page is o succession of angular and precise patterns de~iving from icono
graphic requirements. The Nuttall page is equally angular and precise in obedience 
to the demands of its historical content, while the Vatican page with its lesser 
degree of precision makes the religious iconographic materials less clear and less 
well organízed into u unified over-all pnttern. All three, however, can be22 subsumed under the term "conceptual)! so far as artistic style is concerned. The 
human figure is drawn as a series of parts - hend, torso, arQS, legs - united in 
additíve · fnshion as though the design stnrted with the head and the other pnrts of 
the body were added as quasi-independent units. The temples of codices Nuttall nnd 
Vaticonus B are similnrly composed in a unitary fnshion; the pyramids are in side 
elevntion, but the staircase is a combinntion of elevation and side view. The 
temples proper are in elevation, but the support of their lintels on the side of 
the bird and the advancing figure have been elided so that they may make their 
offering uninterrupted by the wall of the temple. 

The style of all three manuscripts is essentially one of a frame line with thc 
areas defined by this line painted in flat washes, giving no illusion of three
dimensional form or light and shnde. The Borgia codex uses delicate linear patternD 
over these areas of color as enriclunents to a for greater extent than either Nuttolj 
or the Vaticnn manuscript. All three manuscripts are essentínlly two-dimensional 
nnd seem to nvoid as much as possible representing extensions bnck or forwnrd into 
space. Representation of three-dimensional space is avoided too by the lack of 
either a ground line or horizon line. The Nuttnll and Borgin manuscripts come 
nearest to implying one by the precision with which the feet are drawn, but the 
confusion of frame line and sandals of the Vatícnn manuscrípt is just thnt, u 
confusion, not a proper ground line, Uhen one compares the Codex Borgia and it!; 
style to a Mixtec history manuscrípt such as Codex Nuttall, the similarities are 
thus striking. 

The Codex Borgia and its somewhnt less-refined companion, Codex Voticanus D 
come from an undetermíned place within whnt Vaillant called the Mixtecn-Puebla 
culture area, although in a little-rend footnote he classífied the Borgia and 
Vatic~n codices as Mixtec within his lnrger Mixteca-Puebla cult~3e nnd contrast~~ 
them uith the Aztec codices Telleriano-Remensis nnd Borbonicus. Earlier clascí fi. ~ 

cations made befare his Mixteca-Puebla concept was publíshed are of less 
significance, nnd nll classificntions made since Caso's uork establishing t2~ 
history manuscripts as Mixtec are more important than those made befare it. B~·rr. 

calls attention to the fact that Aztec culture, and thrrc fore their manuscript~, . 
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in the main dependent upon the Mixtccs. 25A recent synthetic study of Mexico by 
Frederick Peterson drawing upon Robert Barlow's knowledge in the area of manuscript 
studies says, "The Mixtec (~) codices were divided into two groups: Borgia and 
Mixtec.n26 Franco i n a recent article agrees with the Peterson and Berna! allocation 
of a preponderant role to the Mixtecs in Aztec civilization but goes somewhat too 
far, we think, in making Codex Borbonicus and the Tonalamatl of Aubin Mixtec along 
with the Borgia Group.27 He ~gints out 7hat Covarrubias sought non-Mixtec traits in 
Aztec culture and found few, ° Covarrub1as himself was a strong proponent of what 
can be called a pan-Mixtec interpretat~~n of late Pre-Spanish Mexico and attributed 
the ritual manuscripts to the Mixtecs. 

The most important voice in any question concerning Mixtec manuscripts is of 
course that of Dr. Caso, and his30ttribution is not to the Mixtecs but rather what 
he calls "poblano-tlo.:rc o.lteca." The basis of bis attribution is three-fold: the 
ritual manuscripts are linked to the polychrome pottery of Cholula, near Tlaxcala; 
the figure of Tezcatlipoca from the painted altar found at Tizatl~n, Tlaxcala, 
(plate 6) is similar to the saoe god in the ritual manuscripts (plates 3-5); and 
finally, this same god, so important in the ~~nuscripts with religious conten~ is 
almost entirely lacking in the Mixtec history manuscriptn.31 

Nicholson has recently proposed 11 cholulteca" to denominate the Borgia style.32 
He did not give a detailed eh~lanation or concrete evidence but seems to rely upon 
the similarity of the manuscripts to Cholula polychrome wares (type not specified) 
and the fact that Cholula was a great emporium and religious center. We discuss 
the Cholula ceramics below. A possible definition of the Mesoamerican religious 
and political center as a concept ic here in order. Cholula is like Rome during the 
Renaissance, a focus of pilgri~ges from a widespread hinterland, yet Rome's main 
artists came from Florence, Perugia and other smaller tm·ms in Italy. Rome itself 
produced few. Paris in the last century is an example of the political capital 
drawing upon a wide hinterland for artists, being in itself remarkably unproductive 
but acting as catalyst upon artists from other parts of both France and Europe. 
We propose a parallel of Rome to Cholula and París to Mexico-Tenochtitlán as 
possible frameworks within which to place the problem of Mexican manuscript painting. 

The ceramics of Cholula are aoong the richest of Pre-Hispanic Mexico. 33 The 
polychrome wares have been studicd extensively by Noguera, who treats them under 
severa! distinct rubrics, although they are sometioes carelessly lumped together 
as Cholula polychrome wares. His ''policroma firme, "for instance, with its emphasis 
upon the linear patterns of the pninter's brush and the use of parallel lines to 
condition areas of color in painterly fashion, is not so close to the manuscript 34 
style es what Noguera calls "policroma laca," sometimes referrea to as "tipo c6dice. " 
This codex-type pottery uses a style of paintin~ almost identical to that of the 
manuscripts. Flat areas of color are applied with remarkable precision; none of 
the patterns due to brushwork found on most other Mexican pottery are to be seen?5 

The style uses a vocabulary of iconographic forros so close to the manuscripts that 
a relationship is inescapable on both formal as well as iconographic grounds. 

The reattribution of the manuscripts to the more northern area and removing 
them from the Mixtec area runs counter to Vaillant and to other earlier writers. 
It results in breaking up a unity composed of Mixtec histories and Mixtec religious 
manuscripts, which is in many ways a logical one, and would associate them with parts 
of Mexico where less sophisticated and less refined styles domínate. 
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There are several possible explanations for the confusion that surrounds the 
study of ritual manuscripts. More recent ~'work · has been done on the history 
manuscripts on the basis of a tirm knowle~gé of· where they came from.36The ritual 
manuscripts, studied earlier in the century from the point of view of iconography 
and the reliBion of the area that Vaillan~ later called Mixteca-Puebla, have been 
treated in a somewhat indirect manner. The· ma~n pictorial information on native 
religion · from the Pre-Hispanic period is in the.se manuscrip.ts. Howevet, the main 
sources preserved to us from the sixteenth century when knm·7ledge of the religion 
was recorded either as · a straight text or as Blosses on a pictorial ~anuscript in 
European ~rriting a~e nQt from the Mixtec area but frdm the N~huatl-speaking areas 
of Mexico~ There is thus a tendency to interpret the Borgia Group from the point 
of v1ew of earl~ CoÍoniai writers describing the religion of an area to the north 
of the Mixteca. 7 

Still anotber exPlanation líes in the fact that to understand the history 
manuscripts, their cQntent by its very nature must be located in a more or less 
speci~ic place as well as ' in a specific span of time; that is the stuff out of 
which history is madé, The religious mahuscripts, on the other hand, describe 
something of a much less specific nature both in terms of time (religion 
notoriously changes slowly) and of geography. One can assume, as Mexicanists since 
Seler have, that there was a great unity of theology in the Mixteca-Puebla period. 
It is thus not so necessary for the understanding of the religious manuscripts to 
knov7 where they came from nor when they were máde. They do not record unique 
events taking place in time and space; rather they". recount the ever-reoccurring 
cycles of religious ritual, events that repeat over and over again at various 
places but presumably at the same time in the ritual year. 

One effect of this difference bettveen history and ritual manuscripts is that 
the data of history, being a series of unique events, do not repeat themselves and 
thus need to be specified in terms of persons, activity, place, and time. The 
history manuscripts record this kind of data for the history of the Mixtec area 
from the seventh to the late sixteenth century or even into the seventeenth 
century when the history tradition dies out. Codex Bodley, for instance, records 
dated historical events from 692 A. D. to 1466 A,D., covering a span of 774 years on 
a strip of skin only slightly over 21 feet long, painted on both sides.380ne of 
the characteristics of the history manuscripts is this concentration of information, 
and it dominates the dense, compressed layout of their pages. The religious 
manuscripts, on the other hand, arder their materials in a more open and graphic 
format to help the reader follow its complexity, similar to the difference between 
a page from Toynbee and a page fro@ the Roman Missal or Book of Common Prayer. This 
distinct organization of materials creates a difference in the gross appearance 
of the manuscripts sufficient to support another attribution of style for each type 
were only this aspect of pictorial style to be taken into account. 

The fresco paintings of Tizatlán (plate 6) are of rr~re value in locating the 
Codex Borgia from the point of view of iconography than from that of artistic style, 
for the iconographic similarities are unquestionable. Tezcatlipoca was a trickster 
god knovm from Toltec Tula by literary sources and an important figure in the 
tonalamatl of both the Náhuatl and Borgia manuscripts. His name means "He of the 
Smoking Mirro:r," because his lost foot Has replaced by a smokins mirror. 39 
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Tezcatlipoca in the Borgia manuscript and in the altar of Tizatl~n exhibits 
~ignificant style differences. The Borgia figures of the god (plates 3 and 5) 
show the more consistent and successful use of linear patterns to enrich areas of 
color applied within the outlines of the figures. This is apparent in such details 
as the f cathers of the headdress, weapons, even feet and sandals. In details such 
as the ear plugs the superior readability of the Borgia forros is immediately clear. 
The Tizatlán artis~, by drawing the mouth closed and omitting the teeth shown by 
the Borgia master <:hanges the v1hole expression of the face from one of determina
tion to one approaLhing the "archaic smile." This difference is further reinforced 
by the rectangular· shape of the eye and lowness of the headdress. By raising the 
knee bands too hi~h he has created an area of confusion where the Borgia artist 
malees the articulation of the t v o parts of the leg quite clear. These differences 
indi cate the Tizatlán figure as being derivative in the face o f the more completely 
underc tood and detniled manuscript model; surely the Borgia figure has the 
asnurance of an orlginal work. 

The Cholula pottery implied as cvidence for a Cholula or 11 cholulteca" 
a t tr ibution r!muld ba more convincing if we knew more about the source of the 
policroma laca ~ares of Cholul a . Surely the resemblance to manuscript painting is 
t:~cre and unmistakabl.e. Noguera, the main authority on the Cholula pottery, 
hov7~ver , admits that it is difficult to te11 Cholula laca ware from Mixtec laca 
wc::-8 (Y, late 2). 4°rn t:his he is borne out by Paddock currently vmrking in the 
field. ~ 1 Noguera furthermore seems to favor Cholula as the place of origin but 
cC.:.~:Lt n t hat i t may ho.-Je been introduced from the Mixtec area. l}2 The Mixtec pottery 
which can usually be distinguished from Cholula pottery is equally similar to the 
manuscr ipts in its d~signs. Association of the manuscripts with the pottery then 
can be used for eithqr a Cholula or a Mixtec attribution. It is only by a study, 
not mnde as yet, of ~he details of the Mixtec and Cholula iconographic vocabularies 
c~J a minute compariton with the studies by Seler of the iconography of the Codex 
Borgia that resul ts ~Sould be obtained vJhich would be useful in this investigation. 
It i c very possible that even such a det~iled study would not g~ve a conclusive 
answer. On the basil of information now available to us we can dismiss the pottery 
a3 a clue to pr ovenitnce; it would work for both attributions and thus is not 
va l i d f or either at the exclusion of the other. 

Fresco paintings, unlike manuscripts, are not easily moveable, although fresco 
ar t i sts like manuscrlpt ar tists can migrate, taking their styles with them. The 
dcgr ee of sureness tltat ,.,,e can apply to a fresco paint ing in this investigation, 
t h2n, i s greater th~ that to be had from those moveable objects such as pottery, 
c a~ved bones, cast geld, or mosaics. We have demonstrated that the TizatlÚn fresco 
i c of que stionable v~.lue in locating the Borgia manuscript; we propase those of 
11it l a instead. Thert is agreement that the frescoes of Mitla, on the opposite 
borJer of the Mixtec area, are Mixtec. Seler published versions of them which can 
st ill be checked agatnst the remains to demonstrate the accuracy of his publica• 
t ion .43 They differ from the manuscript painting in that they ar e red and white 
rat~er than using all the colors o f the native palette, a lthough this may be only 
m: ::1.e:-pa i nting , the O\'erpainting having been of more fugitive colors. 44 They are 
simil ar in that they have a religious subject matter, ~1hich Seler has onalyzed in 
d~ tail, pointing oue similarities between the murals and the Borgia manuscript 
i tcz l f . He finds i~ our illustr ation of the Mitla frescoes (plate 7), for instance, 
tha t Fr agrnent 1 shoWs " the death god .•• whose face is painted like that of 
T-::::ca t lipoc a , and nho wears the stone knife os an ear plug and throv7S a lance with 
one hand. u45 In Frtgments 6 to 9 he sees variants on the forro of Quetzalc6atl as 
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1;o1ar and hunting deities. Fragment 10 is a similar series of variants upon the 
theoe of the sun god. The content of the Mitla murals thus is like the Codex 
Borzia - religious. The forms are comparable te the Borgia manuscript as \·7cll. 

To. lcok at what remains of the Mitla frescoes is to sce a onnuscript design 
transferred to the wall and painted as though it were hun3 ac a decorative friezc. 
The figures are final y drawn v7ith the linear quality e f Codex Borgia rather than 
the mGre painterly quality of the Tizatlán frescoes. Largc areas of the design 
are elabcrated with linear patterns in details such as feath~ r o or fur and 
costume, ·uhile doubL~ outlines are coiiii110nly used throu3hout. The norld of forms 
is thus compcsed of the flat areas of the general Mi~{tecn-Puebla conceptual style 
v7ith the added delicate and linear patterned enrichment of the Codex Borzin. 

One feelc the absence of Tezcatlipoca, zod of chance amon3 the peoples of the 
Mixteca-Puebla culture, from the history manuscripts may very ~1ell be the result 
of one of his attributes - chance. An arcument from an absence can ah-mys be 
answered by considering the missing trait might very well hnve appeared in 
manuscripts not preserved to us. Another factor of importancc is that the main 
bulle of material in the history Dan'..lscripts concerns people who once lived and 
acted; rcligious material is essentially extraneous or at most an addendum to 
the secular world of human beinss. That one cf the gods is not represented in 
such circurnstances is not at all unlikely. In the list cf nnmes tabled by Case 
in the recent edition of the Codex llodley as few as five names of ·gods appear as 
the names of peoplc . 46 The Mixtec pantheon of the people representad in Codex 
Bodley >m::: certainly larger than this small listing would imply. Tezcatlipoce. 
"YW.s one of the important gods of the tonalamatl as we knov1 it from a v1ide variety 
of sources. The Mi~ctecs are assuoed te use the tonalamatl al so; therefore, 
Tezcatlipoca:s ab:::ence from the history manuscripts is not an indication that the 
Mixteco did not know him but merely that he does nct appear often in the history 
manuscripts. 

The negative evidence from the ab::;ence of a trait, hov1ever, can be use el in 
an:::.ther context to thro"tv light en the llorgia Group and its r2laticn te the 
Náhuatl-:::peaking areas in the north. The extnnt religiou::.; pictorial mL'nuscripto 
and the trritten scurces of our knot-1ledge of thc tonalamatl and the calendricG cf 
native tlli~rica are rich from the ncrth.47 These sources both pictorial and 
written, however, do not prepare us for the sophisticated elaboration and r ·i_chnc.:: ::: 
of the ritual content of the Borgia manuscript and it::; related Codex Vaticenus B. 
Seler had recourse to a 11 Venus Cycle 11 to interpret much of the content of our 
manuscripts, a Venus Cycle to uhich the N~huatl sourcen makc scant reference. l~.c 
The difference bet-v1een the religious content of Codex Borgia and Codex Telleriano
Remencis is ::;uch that they can logically be related in terms of a major work 
frcm the seat of the religious cult and a simplified, almost adulterated vcr::.;ion 
from a provincial center; the sume sort of relationship tm imply for tb~ 

Tizatl¿n frescoes and the Borgia rnanuscript . 

Another point of similarity linking the Mixtec hi:::tory manuscripts with the 
Borgia Group and also separating them from those coming fr0m the aren of N~huatl 
speech is the fact that they are painted on animal skinc. The tradition of 
manuscript p·tinted en skins seems, on the basis of the Mixtec hi::.;tories, t0 have 
been a Mixtec tradition t-1hich continued even into the Colonial pcriod . for 
examples, v7e have the map from the Relacibn of Amoltepec from the group of 
Relaciones Geogr~ficas of 1579-1581 and the C6dex Gomez de Orozco, both from thc 
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Mixtec area and both continuing thc Mixtec tradition intc the sixteenth century.49 
It is of intcrest to note that all of the Borgia Group are painted on skins, while 
even the earliest of the Aztec manuscripts are on natíve paper including the Plano 
en Papel de Maguey, Codex Borbonicus and the Matricula de Tributes. 

There ís a growing tendency in Mexican studies to divorce such things as art 
styles and archaeological divisions from línguistic asscciation~. In many cases 
this clarifies issues; in sorne ít tends to blur edges. For inctance, a Náhuatl 
"JCrd fcr bock is amatl as in tonalamatl or Sun Book, and the Nfrhuatl 'VIord for paper 
is also amatl. The usage of the N~huatl speakers is thus conveycd to us by th2 
language and índicates that paper r,.ms the appropríate material for books among 
them, borne out by the fact that paper was used for the gorc natively-oriented 
books of the Colonial period. Colonial writers not only refer to paper, but the 
first books seen by the Spaniards at Cempoala on the Gulf Coast according to Bernal 
D{az were of paper.SO The use of skins ceems to have been a more limited method of 
book production, and indications are that it was Mixtec. 

The N&huatl manuscript tradition in both Tlaxcala and Cholula has left no 
trace of being an important enough art in the Pre-Conqucst period to have produccd 
the Codex Borgia. The main manuscript frcm this regían, the Lienzo of Tlaxcala, 
indicates in the verüion3 that have come down to usan art style very heavily 
ncculturated and far removed from the tradition of the Codex Bor3ia, especially 
considering that it is dated as early as ca. 1550.5lrn this respect we propase the 
Tlaxcala-Cholula aren as being in the same relation to the Mixtec area as Mexico
TenochtitlA'n t·mn to Texcoco; they 'VJere places where the manuscript tradition ~Jas 
neHer and less important and thus more susceptible to influence from Spanish art 
than the cities with an older and more vital artistic traditicn.52 It is interesting 
te note in this connection that Ixtlilxbchitl says~ 

" .•• there carne fr.2,m thc provinces cf the Mixtecs t\10 nations 
¡-i.e., families_/ whom they called Tlailotlnquec and 
Chimalpanecas ••• they were skilled in the art cf painting 
and making histories •••• n53 

Manuscript painting came to TeJtCoc o from the Mixteca; he does not mentían Che lula or 
Tlaxcala. 

Mbct:ec is the use of thc interlocking "A" and 110 11 te indicate one of the 
cnlendrical dates refers to thc year and not a day in the cnlendar or the namc cf 
a person. This is found in Codex 13orgia (plate 8, page 71, left of center), the 
paintings o f Mitla (plate 7, Fragment 4, upper right), and the history manuscript 
Codex Nuttall (plate 1, lower right cerner). It al so appears en pages 51 and 5Z e f 
Codex Borgia. This device for separating one of the important uses of the system 
of calendrical signs from the other usnges is not kno"Vm in the area of Náhuatl 
speakers during the Mixteca-Puebla period, although possible traces of it have been 
3een carlier at Teotihuacán and sorne Mayan sites. It is so common in the Mixtec 
manuscripts that it can be considered as one c f the traits separating the Mixtec 
part of the 11ixteca-Puebla cul turc from the other manifestations of this phase of 
Pre-Columbian culture. 
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In summary vre can say that this demonstration has placed the locus of 
origin of the Codex Doreia in the Mixtec area along with the Mixtec histories. 
It seems also probable that since Dorgia and Vaticanus B are so close in 
content that Vaticanus D also comes from the same a.rea. This is another indica
tion of the importance of the Hixtecs in the :t-'Iixteca-Puebla concept that 
Vaillant proposed and gives support to the idea that from the point of view of 
the art of late Pre-Conquest Mexico the Mixtecs v.rere the source of the high art 
Cortes found in Mexico-Tenochtitlanwhen he visited that great metropolitan 
center. Nexico City drew upon its subject Mixtec city-states f or artists and 
for artistic inspiration rather than exporting its artistic ideas and techniques 
to its southern provinces. Cholula v-ras merely a station on the way • 

PLATE CAPTIONS 

Donald Robertson 
Newcomb College 
Tulane University 
New Orleans lB, Louisiana 

Plate l. Codex Nuttall,. ~page 9 (London, Dritish Huseum) 

Plate 2. Mixtec policroma laca tripod from Nochistlan, Oaxaca (Mexico, 
Museo Nacional de Antropología) 

Plate 3. Codex Doreia, page 21 (Rome, Vatican. Library) 

Plate 4. Codex Vaticanus B, page 19 (Rome, Vatican Library) 

Plate 5. Codex Dorgia, page 17 (Rome, Vatican Library) 

Plate 6. 11 Tezcatlipoca, 11 Altar of Tizatlan, Tlaxcala (after Caso) 

Plata 7. Mitla, Oaxaca, Palace 1, Painting Fragments l1lO (after Seler) 

Plate B. Codex Dorgia, page 71 (Rome, Vatican Library) 
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